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Bokareva G.
Dual model of a professionally oriented regional lycée for forming of a poly-directed personality of a would-be engineer
The functional model of activity of the professionally oriented lycée is projected; the philosophy of a dual model of development and education is determined in the cultural and educational environment of the region
Keywords : dual model; development; education; polydirection of personality; educational process; would-be engineer

Tamarskaya N.
Implementation of the principles of public-public cooperation in the work of Governing Boards educational organizations
We consider some of the principles of public-public cooperation in the activities of the governing councils of the educational organization, the implementation of which ensures the readiness of the participants of the educational process to work together to manage and most effective solutions to the problems of educational organization
Keywords: public-public cooperation; the principles of public-public cooperation; governing boards; educational organizations

Yunovidova V. Golikova T.
Formation of a psychologically safe educational environment for school students: Russian and Estonian experience
This article addresses the problem of creating a psychologically comfortable and safe educational environment for school students in both Russian and foreign theory and practice. The authors particularly focus on the Estonian experience of creating bully-free schools, which is supported by the Center for Ethics (University of Tartu), collaborating with school staff to form school students’ values in the frame-work of the national programme “Values Development in Estonian Society”. The article presents the experience of bachelor and master students training in Immanuel Kant Baltic Federal University to create a psychologically comfortable and safe educational environment on the basis of the axiological approach and the use of interactive teaching methods
Keywords: psychologically safe educational environment; bullying; international programmers; to create bully-free education; Estonian Center for Ethics; values formation; bully-free schools; training of bachelors and masters; axiological approach; interactive methods of teaching

Shakhov V.
Ethnocultural problems of continuum South-Eastern Baltic
The article examines the state of cultural processes in the region of South-Eastern Baltic on the example of interaction of cultures of the Kaliningrad region and neighboring Lithuania. Using diachronic and comparative methods of research revealed common features of ethnocultural phenomena in dynamics and statics.
Keywords: diaspora; continuum; national mentality; the subcultural lacuna; cultural; ethno-social groups
Shakhov V
Rechristianization of the Russian exclave of South-Eastern Baltic: social and cultural aspect
The article is devoted to the problem of rechristianization of the Russian exclave of South-Eastern Baltic region (the Kaliningrad region) in the period of stagnation of spiritual culture after the Second world war. Shows the role to the revival of the Russian Orthodox Church in spiritual and moral education of the citizens of the Kaliningrad exclave as a major institution of ethno-cultural education
Keywords: rechristianization; the South-Eastern Baltic; the Russian Orthodox Church; ethnocultural enlightenment; education; the Slavophil philosophers; the orthodox conciliarity

Kovalishin P.
Modern Russian investigations of the linguistic view of the world (the works of A. Wierzbicka) as the basic component of lingvocultural competence of philologists. Relevant approaches to investigation of linguistic view of the world as a category forming professional lingvocultural competence of philologists were considered.
Keywords: linguistic view of the world; professional competence; lingvocultural studies; philologists

Bokarev M., Bychkova O.
Psychological and pedagogical preparation of the teachers in accordance with the approved professional standard
The aspects of psychological and pedagogical preparation of the teachers have been considered as per the approved professional standard. The terms of development of the psychological and pedagogical competencies of the teachers have been determined. The approaches towards forming the requirements of psychological and pedagogical preparation of the teachers have been analyzed in several countries participating in the organization of economic cooperation and development
Keywords: professional standards; psychological and pedagogical preparation; professional education; additional professional education

Tamarskaya N., Belova O.
Regional trade expert communities education: orientation and function
The questions focus of expert communities and their role in the regional educational space; features expert communities, social design as a result of the purposeful creation and activities of civil society expert communities
Keywords: expertise, expert community; regional expert communities; features expert communities; innovative development; social design

Artemeva V.
The research technique of a personality's innovative style
The concept of "innovative style of a personality" is presented in this paper. Results of approbation and validity of the author's questionnaire "STYLES" which focuses on studying a personality's innovative style are shown in the article. "Creative", "strategic", "tactical" and "socially responsible" innovative styles are described in the paper. The results of research of innovative styles of students of construction specialties are given in the article.
Keywords: innovative style of a personality; questionnaire; validity; reliability
To the question of preparing the case for trial in the arbitration process

The article is devoted to determining the value of steps to prepare the case for trial in the arbitration process. The characteristic stages of the arbitration process identified the task of preparing the case for trial, the features of holding a preliminary hearing. The article reveals in detail the organization and management stages of the arbitration process, the basic requirements for a court decision.

Keywords: litigation; arbitration proceedings; the judge; the definition phase of the process, the hearing; lawsuit; law; court; court

Theoretical understanding of the anti-terrorism measures on the global level from the territory of the Caspian Sea

In frames of the anti-terrorist operation against the group “Islamic State” in Syria the missiles were launched from the territory of the Caspian State. This article considers these facts as a theory of international law as an example of the legitimate struggle with terrorism, based on the provisions of the UN Chapter. Besides from the direction of the Russian Federation the high level of the development of the naval fleet and the training of the high level specialists. At present the Russian Federation actively attempts to reach the soonest adoption in the UN of the project of the resolution on the struggle with terrorism with the link to the concept of the self-defence and art. 51 UN Chapter

Keywords: terrorism; Caspian Sea; demilitarization; delimitation, UN Security Council

Pedagogical technology of didactic games in teaching foreign languages

We describe the quality of the game, which are didactically valuable in learning a foreign language. The game is considered as a practice development throughout the life course of the individual

Keywords: educational technology; educational games; training foreign languages

Development of a cognitive-pragmatic scientific paradigm

The article deals with arising and development of a new cognitive-pragmatic scientific megaparadigm. There are some basic propositions of cognitive approach to language phenomena that presuppose various types of information connected activity. Cognitive-pragmatic approach to language reflects interaction between psychological, communicative, functional and cultural aspects

Keywords: cognitive science; pragmatics; paradigm; information; language; mental model; concept

Substantial features of the module training for public speaking course "Russian as a foreign language"

The content of "Russian as a foreign language" course module in preparation for public speaking and debate in Russian is analyzed. The technology as the system of educational activities combining techniques of academic work according to the type of learning activity is given

Keywords: the concept of state policy; foreign students writing of the final qualifying work

Methodology of the foreign language for occupational purposes teaching to technical students

The authors have considered the main aspects of foreign language for occupational purposes (FLOP) teaching to technical students in view of the professional education modernization processes and own experiences. The communicative competence development for the profes-
sional communication supposes the educational aims and tasks specification, as well as a new approach to the FLOP teaching methodology. The “submersion” into the professional medium by means of modeling the speech situation requiring specific solutions becomes the main methodic technique. The role of an educator under the circumstances is that of a coordinator and participant of the process. Interactive forms and methods of education should prevail in FLOP classroom. The linguistic aspect of education as well as work done to form the productive and receptive skills and abilities of a student should also be taken into consideration. The use of authentic texts and project methodology in the educational process should be well thought-of and prepared as the student’s personality should also be taken into account.

Keywords: communicative competence; foreign language for occupational purposes; professionally oriented teaching; professional medium; modeling the educationally-professional situation; authenticity; interactive forms and methods of teaching

Barkaeva I., Zhukovskaya N.

Development of professional culture as a condition of personal formation of the future psychologist

The article deals with theoretical aspects of personal formation of students in the learning process at the university. Presented value-semantic model of professional culture. Attention is paid to the structural components of the model.

Keywords: personal formation; professional culture; professional culture model; the structural components of the model

Mongina f., Reznikova T.

Technology of overcoming cultural shock and adaptation of foreign students for educational environment of Russian higher educational institution through the means of Russian language

Consider ways of overcoming the culture shock of foreign students, improving the efficiency of their adaptation to the new environment means linguocultural language training.

Keywords: linguocultural adaptation; culture shock; communicative competence; personally oriented education

Kovalishin P.

The implementation of interdisciplinary approach while investigating the links of language and philosophy by linguists

The use of general theoretical basis of the interdisciplinary principle of is an important component of specialists-philologists research activity. The paper presents the ways how to apply this principle in the study of language and of philosophical knowledge.

Keywords: interdisciplinary; language; philosophy; philology; research thinking

Tokmazov G.

Designing research funds in the process of learning mathematics

The technology of designing research tools in the study of mathematics in the general engineering training as a result of continuous education on the basis of generalized cognitive activity methods of action research analysis.

Keywords: model; methods; design; media; technology; research skills; mathematics

Korneva I.

Problems of lecture course for bachelor student of technical profile during training of physical methods

The article describes the role of physics lecture course for bachelor student of technical profile during training of physical methods. Emphasizes the need to update the content of physics course at the technical universities in general, and particularly in the lecture course.

Keywords: lecture course; physical methods; Bachelor program
**Mukhina S.**

Formation of professional competence economic profile of students
The issues related to the formation of competencies economics students, the relevant federal state educational standards of higher education 3+. Determined formation of the competencies in the study course "Methods of optimization" with the use of computer mathematics
Keywords: competence; professional competence of students of economics

**Krukovich N.**

Forming of skills of research activity of students of technical college
Considered are the problems of carrying out experiments on physics by the students.
Keywords: physics; student conference; experiment

**Odintsov V.**

The method of calculation of the hydrocarbons in the exhaust gases of marine low internal combustion engines on modes of helical characteristics
Develops method of calculating the content of harmful substances (hydrocarbons) in the exhaust gases of low-speed internal combustion engines (ICE). The method is suitable for solving engineering problems (in the design and development of the operating instructions) and in the educational process. Students of specialty "Operation of ship power plants," using this method in the course and degree designing, examine the impact of the factors that will be useful to them in their future work, and meets the requirements of the STCW competence in the field of watch keeping engineer
Keywords: educational process; the method of calculation; engineering problems; ship power plants; internal combustion engine

**Pazynich G., Pazynich S.**

The universalization of the preparation of modern skippers to address the complex problems of safe navigation in storm
The problems of modern navigational training navigators transport and fishing fleet to ensure safe navigation in the storm. Research has identified universal ways of training navigators in specialized schools. The technology to improve navigation training navigators
Keywords: training; skippers; safety of navigation; storm

**Kozhevnikova I.**

The usage of professionally important texts in foreign language in the process of formation of readiness for professional communication among future specialists-navigators
In the professional activity of specialists-navigators constantly arises the necessity of usage the professionally important texts, most of which are only in English language. The proposed method provides different scenarios for using authentic texts in teaching marine English language for formation of readiness to professional communication among future specialists-navigators.
Keywords: readiness; professional communication; specialists-navigators; professionally important texts

**Danilenkova V.**

The results of the survey first year students of a technical college to study their adaptation to training
Creating the conditions for the information to ensure environmental protection of marine educational institution contributes to the successful adaptation of students
Keywords: levels of adaptation; psychological and pedagogical conditions; questionnaire
Ivanova E., kerevichene E.

Normative framework of informal parental education at school

The authors research the articles of normative legal documents, regulating parental education at school; define current educational content of informal parental education.

Keywords: informal education; parental universal education; informal parental education content

Bulan I.

Trust relationships of students in the distance learning

In article the problem of the confidential relations of subjects of educational process is considered. The state-of-the-art review of views of domestic scientists of definitions of trust and the confidential relations is offered. Results of the questioning of students of remote form of education directed on determination of level of trust to the most distance learning, the level of interpersonal trust at interaction "the student - the teacher", the level of interpersonal trust are given at interaction "student - student"

Keywords: trust; confidential relations; educational interaction; distance learning

Petrova E.

Professional risk as part of a professional environment

The author examines the need of solving pedagogical problem of forming understanding of professional environment and attitude towards professional risk of future specialists.

Keywords: professional environment; risk; professional risk

Kim I., Starostina S.

Development of a system of criteria for evaluating professional competencies of the faculty of the University for example Dalrybvtuz

A system of indicators of scientific and educational activities, teacher productivity. The system is a set of criteria for evaluating professional competencies. The control group teachers of approbation of the developed system and demonstrates that the criteria for evaluating competencies can be used not only to analyze the activity of the teacher, but also to calculate the personal rating, which could affect the stimulation of the effectiveness of the work of the faculty.

Keywords: faculty; basic competence; well-forkedness competencies; rating teachers; effective contract

Matrosova I., Kalinina G

Methodological provision of scientific and research works of masters on directions of the fishery profile

The article deals with the main aspects of methodological support for scientific and research works of masters in training 35.04.07 «Water bio-resources and aquaculture» (training profile «Aquaculture»)

Keywords: methodological support; research work; masters; fisheries profile, aquaculture

Kim I., Starostina S., Chernaya E.

Development of psychology and pedagogical, communicative and creative competences of the teacher of higher education institution and criteria of an assessment of their development on the example of the faculty

In article formation and an assessment of development of psychology and pedagogical, communicative and creative competences by Dalrybvtuz’s teachers is considered and analyzed.

Keywords: psychology and pedagogical; communicative and creative competences; faculty; competence; students; assessment of competences